News From Around PA
PA Congressman Charles Dent (R-15th) has now announced his support for same-sex "marriage." Not a total surprise as he supports ENDA and other pro-homosexual bills.

Easton City Council voted to back HB 1648 -- legislation that would allow illegal aliens to obtain driver's licenses.

The economic boom predicted for PA since Judge John Jones legalized same-sex "marriage" may be premature. Statistics show the opposite of what the homosexual activists claim. When it comes to the top states in job growth, all ten are states where voters adopted marriage protection amendments; Among the top states in population growth, nine (90%) have marriage amendments, while only one (Washington) has redefined marriage. Finally, among the top states in personal income growth, only two (Washington and Iowa) allow same-sex “marriages,” while the other eight (80%) all have marriage amendments.

News from National Scene
A 17-year-old boy has been named prom queen at the Danbury High School in Connecticut and says he's making a point about gender labeling and discrimination.

Jack Phillips, who owns Masterpiece Cakes in Lakewood, has been ordered by Colorado's Civil Rights Commission to bake cakes for same-sex weddings, even though such weddings are illegal in CO. He has also been ordered to report quarterly for two years on staff anti-discrimination training and any customers he refuses to serve. Such will happen in PA, if HB or SB 300 passes.

Exit chose to add “suicide due to old age” to its statutes to allow people suffering from psychological or physical ailments linked to old age the choice to end their life.

The FCC is adopting new net neutrality rules because the previous set was tossed by a federal court. The agency approved proposals calling for equal treatment of all legal data traffic on the Internet. Opponents of the new rules believe they would allow fast lanes to consumers' homes. Such "pay-to-play" schemes could mean higher bills for consumers and a tougher market for start-ups.

Is the US next? A Swiss organization that assists people in ending their own lives has voted to widen its services to elderly people who are not terminally ill.

Exit chose to add “suicide due to old age” to its statutes to allow people suffering from psychological or physical ailments linked to old age the choice to end their life.

The FCC is adopting new net neutrality rules because the previous set was tossed by a federal court. The agency approved proposals calling for equal treatment of all legal data traffic on the Internet. Opponents of the new rules believe they would allow fast lanes to consumers' homes. Such "pay-to-play" schemes could mean higher bills for consumers and a tougher market for start-ups.

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation.

We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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